MESOSCOPIC SIMULATIONS OF CONCRETE FRACTURE BASED ON X-RAY \(\mu\)CT IMAGES OF INTERIAL STRUCTURE
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Abstract: In this paper, concrete fracture was experimentally and theoretically investigated at aggregate level. Three-point quasi-static bending tests with notched beams were performed. Microstructure before and after test was observed with the x-ray micro-tomography. In addition, the interfacial transitional zones (ITZs) between aggregate and cement matrix were studied. In order to describe the experimental fracture process, the discrete element method (DEM) was used. Concrete was modelled as random heterogeneous 4-phase material composed of aggregate particles, cement matrix, interfacial transitional zones (ITZs) and air voids. The concrete microstructure was taken directly from micro-tomography images. The numerical 2D and 3D outcomes were directly compared with the experimental results. A satisfactory agreement between calculations and experiments was achieved. Attention was paid to the influence of the aggregate shape and ITZs' strength on fracture.

1 INTRODUCTION

One of the most important and essential phenomena in brittle materials (i.e. concrete) is fracture [1-3]. This process is very complex; it consists main crack with various branches, secondary cracks and micro-cracks). The concrete material has a very complicated heterogeneous structure over many different length scales, changing from the few nanometres (hydrated cement) to the millimetres (aggregate). This micro-structure plays a significant role in the macroscopic behaviour. At the meso-scale, concrete may be considered as a composite material which includes 4 important phases: cement matrix, aggregate, interfacial transition zones (ITZs) and macro-voids [2,4,5]. The weakest phase are ITZs which are a porous region of the cement paste around aggregate particles wherein fracture begins [6-9]. The thickness of ITZs is usually about 30-50 \(\mu\)m. The strongest phase is aggregate whose volume fraction can be as high as 70-75%.

Different methods may be used to describe meso-scale concrete such as continuum models [4,5,10,11] and discrete models [2,12,13]. Within discrete methods, the most common are: a classical particle DEM [14-19], interface element models with constitutive laws based on non-linear fracture mechanics [20,21] and lattice methods [2,13,22-26].

In this paper a classical particle DEM approach is used in order to study the mechanism of the initiation, growth and formation of cracks which affects the macroscopic concrete behaviour [19,27]. The concrete micro-structure was directly taken from real concrete specimens based on 3D images using x-ray micro-tomography and 2D images from the scanning electron microscope (SEM). The DEM simulations were carried out with the three-dimensional spherical discrete element model YADE which was developed at University of Grenoble [28,29]. The numerical outcomes were directly compared with the experimental results. The advantages and disadvantages of DEM to analyse fracture in concrete were outlined. The effect of ITZs on the concrete strength and crack formation was
carefully studied. The calculations with round aggregate particles were compared with the outcomes for real-shape aggregate (simulated as the set of clusters of spheres). The 2D and 3D calculations were performed.

2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Concrete used in the three-point bending test included the ordinary Portland cement (CEM I 32.5R), gravel, sand and water. The mean aggregate diameter was \( d_{50}=2 \text{ mm} \) and the maximum aggregate diameter was \( d_{\text{max}}=16 \text{ mm} \). The specimen included 75% of aggregate in volume. The beam was 80 mm high, 320 mm long and 40 mm thick. The notch of the height of 8 mm and width of 3 mm was located at the mid-span. The measured uniaxial compressive strength \( f_c \), Young's modulus \( E \) and Poisson's ratio \( \nu \) were equal to: \( f_c=51.81 \text{ MPa}, E=36.1 \text{ GPa} \) and \( \nu=0.22 \), respectively. The quasi-static bending test of the concrete beam was performed with a controlled notch opening displacement rate (crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD)) of 0.002 mm/min using Instron 5569. A CMOD gauge with the length of 5 mm was located in the notch at the beam bottom. The test ended for CMOD=0.1 mm. The maximum vertical force \( F \) was equal to \( 2.15 \text{ kN} \) (the tensile strength was 3.73 MPa). After the test, the beam mid-part (height 80 mm, width 50 mm and depth 40 mm) was cut out and placed inside the x-ray microtomograph Skyscan 1173. The method allowed to precisely detect cracking of a heterogeneous complex 3D concrete micro-structure and to separate 3 phases (aggregate particles, cement matrix and air voids) (Fig.1). The air void volume was 4.67%. The width of ITZs was determined with the scanning electron microscope Hitachi TM3030 [27]. The width changed between 30-50 \( \mu \text{m} \) (Fig.2). The width was not dependent upon the aggregate diameter.

The crack was strongly curved mainly due to presence of aggregate grains (Fig.1). Its shape changed along the specimen depth. The crack propagated in the weakest phase (ITZs) and through the cement matrix. Crack might also propagate through a weak aggregate particle and a macro-void. The macro-crack was created by bridging the interfacial micro-cracks. The crack width in the tensile region changed non-linearly with the specimen height from \( w_c=0.32 \text{ mm} \) (just above the notch) down to \( w_c=0.02 \text{ mm} \) (beam top) (mid-cross-section). The crack width above the notch varied with the specimen depth from \( w_c=0.32 \text{ mm} \) (at the depth of 5 mm from the face side) down to \( w_c=0.13 \text{ mm} \) (at the depth of 35 mm). The average crack width and height were: \( w_c=0.20 \text{ mm} \) and \( h_c=50 \text{ mm} \), respectively. The crack height changed along the specimen depth, from \( h_c=45 \text{ mm} \) up to \( h_c=56 \text{ mm} \) on the front specimen side (Fig.3).
Figure 2: Arbitrary images of ITZs around aggregate in concrete specimen by means of scanning electron microscope (SEM) with magnification factor 1’000.

Figure 3: 3D crack visualisation along cuboid depth (colours denote crack width).

The width of the localized zone above the notch on the beam surface, measured by DIC was \( w_l = 3.11-3.40 \) mm [30]. The experimental results were described in detail by Skarzynski and Tejchman [31].

3 DISCRETE ELEMENT METHOD

Numerical calculations were performed with the open-source code YADE developed at Grenoble University [28,29]. The local contact deformation is modelled as the particles overlap (so-called soft-particle approach). The interaction force vector between two spherical discrete elements in contact was decomposed into a normal and tangential vector, respectively. The normal forces acting on spheres were modelled by an elastic law with cohesion. The normal and tangential forces were linked to the displacements through the normal stiffness \( K_n \) and the tangential stiffness \( K_s \) (Figs.4a and 4b) [28]:

\[
\vec{F}_n = K_n U \vec{N} \quad (1)
\]

\[
\vec{F}_s = \vec{F}_{s,pre} + K_s \Delta \vec{X}_s \quad (2)
\]

where \( U \) is the overlap between spheres, \( \vec{N} \) is the normal vector at the contact point, \( \Delta \vec{X}_s \) is the increment of the relative tangential displacement and \( \vec{F}_{s,pre} \) is the tangential force from the previous iteration. The stiffnesses were computed as the functions of the modulus of elasticity of the grain contact \( E_c \) and two neighbouring grain radii \( R_A \) and \( R_B \) (to determine the normal stiffness \( K_n \)) and the modulus of elasticity \( E_c \) and Poisson’s ratio \( \nu_c \) of the grain contact and two neighbouring grain radii \( R_A \) and \( R_B \) (to determine the tangential stiffness \( K_s \)), respectively [28]:

\[
K_n = E_c \frac{2R_AR_B}{R_A+R_B}, \quad K_s = \nu_c E_c \frac{2R_AR_B}{R_A+R_B} \quad (3)
\]

A simple linear elastic contact law was assumed in normal contacts. The contact forces \( \vec{F}_s \) and \( \vec{F}_n \) satisfied the cohesive-frictional Mohr-Coulomb equation (Fig.4c)

\[
\|\vec{F}_s\| - F_{max}^s - \|\vec{F}_n\| \tan \mu \leq 0 \quad (4)
\]

(before contact breakage)

\[
\|\vec{F}_s\| - \|\vec{F}_n\| \tan \mu \leq 0 \quad (5)
\]

(after contact breakage)

where \( \mu \) denotes the inter-particle friction angle and \( F_{max}^s \) is the cohesive force between spheres. The normal force might be negative down to the minimum value of \( F_{min}^n \) (tension) if there was no a geometrical contact between elements. If this minimum normal force between spheres \( F_{min}^n \) was reached, the contact was broken. Moreover, if any contacts between grains reappeared, cohesion between them was not taken into account. A crack was considered as open if cohesive forces between grains (Eq.4)
disappeared when a critical threshold was reached. A choice of a very simple constitutive law (with no numerical reductions) was intended to capture on average various contact possibilities in real concrete. The cohesive force and tensile force were assumed as a function of the cohesive stress \( C \) (maximum shear stress at pressure equal to zero), tensile normal stress \( T \) and sphere radius \( R \) \[28,32\]

\[
F_{\text{max}}^s = CR^2 \quad \text{and} \quad F_{\text{min}}^n = TR^2
\] (6)

For two elements in contact, the smaller values of \( C, T \) and \( R \) were used. A local non-viscous damping scheme was applied \[33\] in order to dissipate excessive kinetic energy in a discrete system.

The following five main local material parameters were needed for our discrete simulations: \( E, \nu, \mu, C \) and \( T \) which may be successfully calibrated with real laboratory uniaxial tests on compression and tension of concrete specimens \[19\]. In addition, the particle radius \( R \), particle mass density \( \rho \) and damping parameters \( a_d \) were required. Note that material softening was not assumed in the model. The model was already successfully used for simulating the behaviour of different granular materials \[34-36\].

In DEM computations, concrete was described as a four-phase material which consist of aggregate, cement matrix, ITZs and air voids. Cement matrix was simulated with round spheres with diameter from 0.25 mm up to 2 mm. Air voids correspond to empty spaces. In 2D calculations aggregate was simulated as a cluster composed of small spheres (0.5 mm) connected to each other as a rigid bodies. Each cluster might include 10-500 spheres. In 3D calculations the round grains (from 2mm to 16 mm) were solely used to simulate aggregate. Their distribution was random. All aggregate included ITZs. Due to calculation time reduction only middle part of the beam was modelled as the four phase concrete (meso-scale). The remaining beam region (outside the meso-region close to the notch) was simulated with spheres of \( d=2-8 \) mm (Fig.5).

The following parameters of cohesion and tensile strength were used to the particular phase in all calculations: cement matrix \((E_{cm}=11.2 \ \text{GPa}, \ C_{cm}=140 \ \text{MPa} \ \text{and} \ T_{cm}=25 \ \text{MPa})\) and ITZs \((E_{ITZ}=7.8 \ \text{GPa}, \ C_{ITZ}=100 \ \text{MPa} \ \text{and} \ T_{ITZ}=17.5 \ \text{MPa})\) \[27\]. The calibration procedure was described by Nitka and Tejchman \[19\]. In the remaining region outside the meso-region with large grains was described by the constants: \( E_{\text{macro}}=12.8 \ \text{GPa}, \ C_{\text{macro}}=140 \ \text{MPa} \ \text{and} \ T_{\text{macro}}=25 \ \text{MPa} \) \[27\]. The contact elastic stiffness of the cement matrix and beam macro-zone were directly taken from the laboratory tests. The remaining parameters were constant for all phases and regions: \( \nu_c=0.2 \)
(Poisson’s ratio of grain contact), $\mu=18^o$ (inter-particle friction angle), $\alpha_d=0.08$ (damping parameter) and $\rho=2.6$ kG/m$^3$ (mass density). The prescribed damping parameter and velocity did not affect the results [27]. The calculated nominal inertial number $I$ (which quantifies the significance of dynamic effects) was $<10^{-3}$ that always corresponded to a quasi-static regime. The beam in 2D included in total about 25'000 spheres (20'000 elements in the meso-region) and in 3D about 98'000 (96'500 in the meso region). Due to the calculation effort in the 3D case, the minimum particle in the cement matrix was 0.5 mm was. The calculation time was equal: 7 days for 2D and 14 days for 3D (using PC with i5 CPU 2.8 GHz).

4 NUMERICAL RESULTS

Figure 6 shows the macroscopic results of the evolution curve (vertical force-CMOD) from DEM as compared to the experimental one. The numerical results show good agreement with the experimental data. For 2D calculations. The maximum calculated vertical force was equal to $F=2.20$ kN for CMOD=0.018 mm (in the experiment: $F=2.18$ kN and CMOD=0.017 mm). The computed residual force (CMOD=0.1 mm) was about 10-20% higher than in the laboratory test. For the 3D analysis, the computed maximum vertical force was $F_{max}=2.14$ kN for CMOD=0.0175 mm (very close to the experimental outcome). The 3D residual vertical force was also close to the experimental one (about 10% higher).

![Figure 5](image.png)

**Figure 5:** 2D geometry of the entire beam and meso-region (dark grey colour correspond to the aggregate)

![Figure 6](image.png)

**Figure 6:** Evolution of vertical force $F$ against displacement CMOD in beam under 3-point bending: a) experimental curve, b) 2D DEM analysis ($d_{min}=0.25$ mm) and c) 3D DEM analysis ($d_{min}=0.5$ mm)

In Fig.7 the numerical and experimental final crack path was shown in the vertical cross-section at the depth of 10 mm from the beam face side for CMOD=0.1 mm. The calculated crack height after the test was about $h_c=50$ mm (75% of the specimen height) for 2D specimens (Fig.7b) and $h_c=45$ mm (70% of the specimen height) for 3D calculations. The crack length was about $l_c=60$ mm for 2D (similarly as during the experiment), however for 3D calculations the length was lower (about 50 mm). The crack width above the notch was about $w_c=0.30$ mm for 2D and $w_c=0.36$ mm for 3D (CMOD=0.1 mm), similarly as the experimental values by DIC [30]: $w_r=0.28-0.32$ mm.

The 3D view of the crack from DEM calculations is shown in Fig.7. With the real aggregate, the calculated crack shape is almost identical as in the experiment (Figs.7a and 7b). The crack was strongly curved due to the presence of aggregate and always propagated through the cement matrix and ITZs, which
were the weakest phases in the concrete beam. The macro-crack was created above the notch and then moved upwards due to bending. Since ITZs were the weakest phase in concrete, micro-cracking occurred first there. When two interfacial cracks occurred around adjacent aggregates, a crack inside the cement matrix initiated to bridge interfacial cracks so that a connected upward crack path was formed (Fig.8). Note that the macro-crack included always many small branches along its propagation way. For 3D calculations with the spherical aggregate the crack way was straight (Figs.7c and 7d).

The number of broken contacts is demonstrated in Fig.9. The evolution was more irregular and fluctuated for the 2D specimen. The grain contacts started to break at the same moment (CMOD=0.005 mm) far before the maximum force was reached (CMOD=0.018 mm). For the 3D specimen the broken contacts reached a higher value. The final normalized amount of broken contacts was higher in 3D calculations (2.3%) then in 2D calculations (1.6%, Fig.8). The deformed region was significantly larger than the damaged region (Fig.10). For CMOD=0.015 mm (slightly before the maximum vertical force), the contact number with the strength grade above 50% of the breakage level was 948 (the number of the broken contacts was 60). For the large CMOD=0.1 mm (test end), the contact number with the strength grade above 50% was 564 and the number of the broken contacts was 600. The grain contacts were subjected to deformation in the entire crack region (not only at the crack tip).

The map of normal contact forces is presented (Fig.11). The red lines correspond to the high compressive forces (higher than the average ones) and the blue lines to the high tensile forces (lower than the average ones). The remaining forces are marked in green. The thickness of the lines in Fig.11 represents the magnitude of the normal contact force between two particles.

**Figure 7:** Final crack trajectory in concrete beam above notch after test for CMOD=0.1 mm: a) μCT-image at depth of 10 mm from beam face side and b) 2D DEM analysis (d_{min}=0.25 mm) and c) 3D DEM analysis (d_{min}=0.5 mm) (red colour denotes elements with broken contacts, dark grey denotes aggregate, light grey denotes cement matrix and white colour denotes macro-voids) and d) calculated crack region above notch from 3D DEM calculations.
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Figure 8: Mechanism of crack formation between aggregate particles from 2D analyses (real aggregate shape modelled by grain clusters) during beam deflection for: a) CMOD=0.03 mm, b) CMOD=0.035 mm and c) CMOD=0.040 mm (dark grey colour – aggregate, light grey colour – cement matrix and red colour – cement matrix spheres with broken contacts)

Figure 9: Evolution of broken contact number \( n \) in [%] with respect to total initial contacts number versus CMOD displacement obtained in DEM with: a) 2D model \( (d_{\text{min}}=0.25 \text{ mm}) \) and b) 3D model \( (d_{\text{min}}=0.5 \text{ mm}) \)

The external vertical force was transmitted via a network of contact forces which formed force chains. At the bending onset the contact normal forces were almost uniform in the cement matrix (Fig.11A). The compressive contact forces were obviously in the upper beam region and the tensile ones in the lower beam region. Since when a crack developed (Fig.11B), their distribution due to the grain re-arrangement became strongly non-uniform. The intense tensile area moved up with the propagating crack. The maximum contact forces were about: 20 N (2D and 3D) (tensile force at the crack tip) and 50 N (2D) and 40N (3D) (compressive force under the external vertical force \( F \)). Some pronounced compressive forces also existed close to the crack due to strong shear along its non-regular rough surface that caused the so-called interlocking action [37]. The maximum shear force (connected to the maximum normal force) was close to the crack (20 N).

Figure 10: Contact distribution with their strength from 2D DEM for CMOD=0.015 mm (a) and CMOD=0.1 mm (b) with real non-regularly-shaped aggregate (yellow colour – all contacts, black colour – broken contacts, green colour - contacts with strength grade above 50%, blue colour - contacts with strength grade above 70% and red colour - contacts with strength grade above 90%)

Finally the effect of ITZs was studied in 2D calculations. The final crack pattern was compared to the one obtained from the laboratory test (Fig.7a). The cohesion (Fig.12) and stiffness of the particle contact (Fig.13) were changed. If there were no ITZs, the crack was more straight (Figs.12a and 13a). If ITZs were weaker about 30% than the cement matrix, the calculated curved crack was similar as the experimental one (Figs.12b and 13b). If they were weaker by 50%, the crack was more dispersed (Fig.12c) and more concentrated around aggregate particles (Fig.13c).

5 CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions may be derived based on our DEM calculation outcomes:

The aggregate shape extremely strongly affected the shape and length of the discrete macro-crack. The crack was shorter in length and more straight with round aggregate. The width of the macro-crack was similar. The beam strength was more realistically captured with the smaller minimum particles diameter in
2D analyses \((d_{\text{min}}=0.25\ \text{mm})\) and in 3D simulations \((d_{\text{min}}=0.5\ \text{mm})\). The circular aggregate shape contributed to the beam strength (by 20%).
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**Figure 11:** Maps of contact normal forces between grains obtained from: a) 2D model \((d_{\text{min}}=0.25\ \text{mm})\) and b) 3D model \((d_{\text{min}}=0.5\ \text{mm})\) for A) CMOD = 0.015 mm and B) CMOD = 0.1 mm (red colour denote compression and blue colour denote tension)
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**Figure 12:** Effect of different constant \(E_{\text{ITZ}}\) on fracture for CMOD=0.10 mm in DEM analyses: a) \(E_{\text{ITZ}}=11.2\ \text{GPa}\), b) \(E_{\text{ITZ}}=7.8\ \text{GPa}\), c) \(E_{\text{ITZ}}=5.6\ \text{GPa}\) (with \(T_{\text{ITZ}}=14\ \text{MPa}\))

The macro-crack was always curved due to a stochastic distribution of aggregate with ITZs. It had a varying width. It was created by bridging the interfacial micro-cracks. It possessed many small branches. The single micro-cracks also occurred far beyond the macro-crack. The external vertical force was transmitted via a network of contact forces which formed force chains of a different intensity. The compressive normal contact forces (connected to the tangential contact forces) developed also along the macro-crack due to aggregate inter-locking.

The evolution of broken contacts was more non-uniform for non-circular aggregate and in 3D calculations. The breakage rate was similar for each aggregate shape up to CMOD=0.015 mm. At the peak strength (CMOD=0.018 mm), the number of broken contact was higher for non-circular aggregate due to stress concentrations at sharp edges. Later its number became larger with circular grains (even by 50%). The final number of broken contacts was similar independently of the aggregate shape. The relative number of all broken contacts was by 50% higher both in 3D simulations than in 2D simulations (2.3% versus 1.5%) and with \(d_{\text{min}}=0.25\ \text{mm}\) than with \(d_{\text{min}}=0.25\ \text{mm}\) in 2D simulations (2.5% versus 1.5%). The initial breakage rate was also significantly higher in 3D simulations.
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